Spiral computed tomography and operative staging of gastric carcinoma: a comparison with histopathological staging
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Abstract

Background—Much controversy exists as to the value of computed tomography (CT) in the preoperative staging of gastric cancer, because of its limited ability to identify correctly lymph node (LN) metastases, invasion of adjacent organs, or hepatic and peritoneal metastases. Spiral CT scanners have a number of potential advantages over conventional scanners, including the absence of respiratory misregistration, image reconstruction smaller than scan collimation permitting overlapping slices and optimisation of intravenous contrast enhancement.

Aim—To compare the performance of spiral CT and operative assessment against formal (TNM) pathological staging.

Patients and methods—A study of 105 consecutive patients who underwent both spiral CT and operative staging was performed. All CT scans were reviewed by a radiologist who commented on tumour location and size, evidence of adjacent organ invasion, lymph node metastases to both N1 and N2 nodes, and evidence of hepatic and peritoneal metastases. All patients underwent careful operative assessment at the time of surgery, along the lines suggested by Rohde and colleagues.

Results—Spiral CT remained poor at identifying LN metastases to both N1 and N2 lymph nodes, with sensitivity ranging from 24 to 43%; specificity, however, was 100%. Operative staging was superior, with sensitivities between 84 and 94%, but specificity was much lower (63–74%). Spiral CT correctly detected 13 of 17 cases of invasion of either the colon or the mesocolon (sensitivity 76%) compared with 16 of 17 cases at operative staging (sensitivity 94%). Spiral CT correctly identified three of six cases with invasion of the pancreas (sensitivity 50%) compared with six of six cases on operative staging (sensitivity 100%). Spiral CT correctly identified 12 of 17 cases of peritoneal metastases (sensitivity 71%) and four of seven cases of hepatic metastases (sensitivity 57%).

Conclusion—Whilst spiral CT remains poor at identifying lymph node metastases, it correctly identified most cases with invasion of either the colon or the mesocolon and half the cases of pancreatic invasion. It was of value in detecting peritoneal metastases and some cases with hepatic metastases. At present, at Leeds General Infirmary spiral CT is performed routinely on all patients with gastric cancer and a selective staging laparoscopy policy is adopted in those patients in whom the status of the peritoneal cavity and liver is in doubt.

Although the incidence of gastric cancer is decreasing worldwide, it remains the fourth commonest cause of death from cancer in the West. Increased awareness among the public and medical profession, and open access endoscopy have facilitated the detection of some lesions early in the clinical course, although most patients still present with advanced disease. At present, surgery is the only therapeutic option offering a chance of cure. Despite increased referral for consideration of surgical treatment, 15–30% of patients have unresectable disease and undergo no procedure other than open biopsy.

Traditionally, staging has been performed at the time of surgery, although a sensitive and reliable staging tool which could identify patients with unresectable disease would be of great benefit in saving patients from unnecessary laparotomy. Computed tomography (CT) remains the most widely used imaging modality for preoperative staging but its value remains controversial. After some initial encouraging reports advocating its routine use, reporting limited ability to identify correctly lymph node metastases, invasion of adjacent organs or hepatic and peritoneal metastases. For these reasons, many believe that CT is too insensitive for it to be of any value in routine staging.

More recently, other staging investigations have been developed, notably endoluminal ultrasound (EUS), which has been shown to be superior to CT in the assessment both of depth of invasion through the stomach wall (T-stage) and of N1 and N2 lymph nodes (N-stage). Endoluminal ultrasound does, however, have limitations, as it is available only in specialist centres and requires considerable expertise to perform and interpret. Additionally, EUS is unable to assess fully the liver and is of limited value in the assessment of peritoneal disease.

Formal staging laparoscopy has been
advocated,17 18 though not as a routine investigation for all patients with gastric cancer.

In the past few years spiral or helical CT technology has been developed which has a number of potential advantages over conventional systems.19-21 Spiral CT permits the acquisition of a volume data set from which axial slices are reconstructed. The table on which the patient lies moves at a constant speed while the x-ray tube produces a sustained exposure. Respiratory misregistration is eliminated as the scan acquires data during a single breath-hold. Scan reconstruction at intervals smaller than scan collimation produces overlapping slices, which improves the detection of small lesions. In addition, contrast enhancement can be optimised due to a shorter scanning time which, along with the development of high heat capacity tubes, allows images to be acquired in the phase of contrast enhancement most appropriate to the pathology being assessed. For example, arterial phase enhancement most appropriate to the pathology of high heat capacity tubes, allows images of tumours which are phase sensitive to be acquired in the phase of contrast enhancement.

With these potential advantages it is hoped that spiral CT may improve the staging of gastric cancer, although at present there is little in the literature concerning the use of this new technology.22 The aim of this study was to compare the performance of spiral CT and operative assessment against formal (TNM) pathological staging.23

Patients and Methods
Between 31 October 1993 and 28 February 1996 we studied 105 consecutive patients who underwent both preoperative spiral CT and operative assessment. Each patient had a preoperative histological diagnosis of gastric adenocarcinoma established on the basis of upper gastrointestinal endoscopic biopsy. The median age was 69 years (range 33–92 years). Sixty-eight patients were male and 37 female.

The CT examinations were performed on a Philips Tomoscan SR 7000 scanner (120 kVp and 225–300 mAs) and all but four patients (96%) underwent contrast enhanced spiral CT within two weeks of operation. Thirty minutes before scanning, after an overnight fast, patients were asked to drink 500 ml of 3% Urografin 370 (Schering Health Care Ltd, West Sussex, UK) to opacify the small bowel and stomach. A minority of patients (n=20) were also given effervescent Carabex granules and solution (Ferrings Pharmaceuticals, Middlesex, UK) and 10 mg intravenous Buscopan (Boehringer Ingelheim Ltd, Bracknell, UK) to produce a distended gas-filled stomach. Intravenous contrast Ultravist 300 (150 ml) (Schering Health Care) was delivered by power injector, at a rate of 3 ml per second, through a cannula in the antecubital fossa. All patients were scanned in the supine position. Initially, a volume acquisition of the thorax was performed using 10 mm slice thickness, a reconstruction index of 10 mm and a table speed of 10 mm per second. A second volume acquisition of the abdomen from the dome of the diaphragm to the pelvic brim was performed using 10 mm slice thickness with a reconstruction index of 5 mm. This meant that slices were acquired every 10 mm, but reconstructed at 5 mm intervals, which produced overlapping slices. The second volume was timed to begin liver imaging 60–70 seconds after the onset of contrast injection.

The radiologist was unaware of both the operative and histological findings. In a minority of cases (n=16) hard copy images were not available and the images were retrieved and reviewed on the diagnostic console. The proforma included questions concerning scan quality (gastric distension and diagnostic quality) and specific questions regarding tumour location and size, evidence of adjacent organ invasion, lymph node metastases to both N1 and N2 nodes, and evidence of hepatic and peritoneal metastases. For the purposes of this study, nodes were considered to be involved if they were greater than 1 cm in diameter.14 42 Adjacent organs were considered to be involved if there was CT evidence of direct spread of the tumour into adjacent organs. Specific areas of fat plane effacement were also compared with adjacent evidence of fat plane preservation.

Most patients underwent potentially curative radical D2 gastrectomy (n=74),22 underwent palliative resection and the remaining nine patients underwent palliative bypass (n=3), open/close laparotomy (n=3) or laparoscopy only (n=3). All patients underwent operative assessment, at the time of surgery, along the lines suggested by Roheide and colleagues.26 This included assessment of tumour size, location, adjacent organ invasion, lymph node metastases, and evidence of hepatic and peritoneal disease. In patients in whom only palliative resection was possible, we still attempted to remove as much tumour tissue as possible. In the course of the 105 operations, “en bloc” splenectomy (n=16), distal pancreatectomy (n=9) and transverse colectomy (n=16) were performed.

In this study, spiral CT assessment and operative assessment were compared with the final TNM histopathological stage.23 Individual lymph node groups were dissected out and placed in separate specimen pots by the surgeon who performed the operation. The gastrectomy specimen and associated lymph node groups were transferred to the pathology department. The stomach was opened whilst still fresh along the greater curve and pinned to a cork board before fixation. Lymph nodes were dissected individually from the surrounding fatty tissue and each gland assessed histologically. The depth of invasion of the primary tumour was meticulously defined. N1 nodes were defined as lymph nodes within 3 cm of the primary tumour. N2 lymph nodes were defined as those more than 3 cm from the primary tumour, including nodes located along the left gastric, common hepatic, splenic or celiac arteries.24

The results are expressed as sensitivity and specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV).
Sensitivity is defined as the number of true positive cases divided by the sum of the true positive cases plus the false negative cases.

Specificity is the number of true negative cases divided by the sum of the true negative cases plus the false positive cases.

Positive predictive value is the number of true positive cases divided by the sum of the true positive cases plus the false positive cases.

Negative predictive value is the number of true negative cases divided by the sum of the true negative cases plus the false negative cases.

Results

SCAN QUALITY
Gastric distension was considered adequate in 90 (86%) of the 105 patients assessed. The scan was considered to be of either adequate or good diagnostic quality in 97 (92%) of the 105 patients.

TUMOUR LOCATION
Spiral CT correctly identified the location of the primary tumour in 63 (66%) of the 96 patients who underwent gastric resection. Spiral CT ascribed the location of the primary tumour to the incorrect position in eight patients, in four of whom gastric distension was considered to be inadequate. In 25 patients, the primary tumour could not be visualised on CT: of these cases, 13 (52%) were early gastric cancers. Operative staging correctly identified the tumour location in 93 (97%) of the 96 patients who underwent resection, but in three cases the surgeon was unable to locate the primary tumour at operation (all were early gastric cancers).

LYMPHADENOPATHY

N1 nodes
Spiral CT correctly identified involvement of N1 lymph nodes in 15 of 62 patients, giving a sensitivity of only 24% (fig 1). However, CT correctly identified all 32 patients who did not have nodal involvement (specificity 100%) (table 1). Operative assessment of N1 nodal status was much superior to that of spiral CT, correctly identifying 58 of the 62 cases (sensitivity 94%), although there was a number of false positives (that is, nodes deemed to be involved at operation that subsequently proved to be reactive), giving a specificity of 63% (20/32).

N2 nodes
Spiral CT correctly identified involvement of N2 nodes in 19 of 44 cases, giving a sensitivity of 43% and a specificity of 100% (table 1). Operative assessment of N2 nodal involvement was similar to that of N1 nodes, correctly identifying 37 of 44 cases (sensitivity 84%), although overstaging of N2 nodal involvement remained a problem (specificity 37/50 or 74%).

INVASION OF ADJACENT ORGANS

Colon and mesocolon
Seventeen patients had direct invasion of either the colon or the mesocolon at histological assessment of the resected specimen. Spiral CT correctly detected such invasion in 13 of the 17 patients (sensitivity 76%), but on four occasions spiral CT provided a false positive result (specificity 95%) (table 2). Surgical staging correctly identified 16 of the 17 patients with direct invasion (sensitivity 94%) with a similar proportion of false positives (specificity 95%).

Pancreas
Only six patients had evidence of invasion of the pancreas on histological examination and spiral CT correctly identified this in three cases (sensitivity 50%) (fig 2). On one occasion, spiral CT suggested pancreatic invasion when subsequent histological examination revealed only inflammatory change, giving a specificity of 99% (88/89) (table 2). Operative assessment identified all six cases with pancreatic invasion (sensitivity 100%), and on two occasions suggested invasion which was subsequently refuted on histological examination.

DISTANT METASTASES
Spiral CT correctly identified the presence of liver metastases in four of the seven patients in whom metastases were seen at the time of sur-

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N1 lymph nodes</th>
<th>Operative</th>
<th>Spiral CT</th>
<th>Operative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>15/62 (24)</td>
<td>58/62 (94)</td>
<td>19/44 (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>32/32 (100)</td>
<td>20/32 (63)</td>
<td>50/50 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>15/15 (100)</td>
<td>58/70 (82)</td>
<td>19/19 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>32/79 (40)</td>
<td>20/24 (83)</td>
<td>50/75 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>47/94 (50)</td>
<td>78/94 (83)</td>
<td>69/94 (73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results are expressed as number (%).

Assessment of lymph node metastases was performed in only 94 of the 96 patients who underwent resection as in two cases there were inadequate numbers of both N1 and N2 lymph nodes.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colonic/mesocolonic invasion</th>
<th>Operative</th>
<th>Spiral CT</th>
<th>Operative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>13/17 (76)</td>
<td>16/17 (94)</td>
<td>3/6 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>84/88 (95)</td>
<td>84/88 (95)</td>
<td>88/89 (99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>13/17 (76)</td>
<td>16/20 (80)</td>
<td>3/4 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>84/88 (95)</td>
<td>84/85 (99)</td>
<td>88/91 (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>97/105 (92)</td>
<td>100/105 (95)</td>
<td>91/95 (96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results are expressed as number (%).
gery, and confirmed histologically on needle biopsy (sensitivity 57%), but missed three others, two of which were small (less than 10 mm) subscapular metastases. However, spiral CT had a specificity of 100% in detection of liver metastases, as there were no false positive results (table 3).

Peritoneal disease, discontinuous from the resected specimen, was found at laparotomy and confirmed histologically in 17 cases. This was correctly identified in 12 of 17 cases on spiral CT (sensitivity 71%) (fig 3) although peritoneal metastases were suggested on spiral CT and not found at operation in six cases (specificity of 93%) (table 3).

**Discussion**

Spiral CT is a very inaccurate method of identifying lymph node metastases from gastric carcinoma. Our findings are in keeping with those of other authors, who have reported sensitivities ranging from 48 to 91%.

Detection of involved N1 lymph nodes was particularly poor, with a sensitivity of only 24%. Spiral CT was highly specific, however, in the detection of uninvolved N1 nodes (specificity of 100%). In the report from Andaker et al., CT yielded results similar to ours, with a sensitivity of 26% and specificity of 99% when perigastric nodes were examined. The reason that sensitivity is so low and specificity so high is probably partly because of the large cut-off size (10 mm) used to define "involved" nodes. In other series, a smaller size was used than the 10 mm used in our series and any lowering of the size criterion will obviously permit identification of a greater proportion of malignant nodes, thus increasing sensitivity but at a cost of lowered specificity.

The ability of spiral CT to identify involvement of N2 lymph nodes was better than for N1 nodes, the sensitivity being 48% and specificity, 100%. Sendler et al. have reported that CT is better at demonstrating involved N2 lymph nodes than involved N1 nodes for a number of reasons: differentiating between involved nodes near the tumour and the primary tumour itself can be difficult, nodes of normal size may contain metastatic deposits, and enlarged N2 lymph nodes are more clearly distinguished from adjacent, highly enhancing vessels using the early phase of dynamic scanning.

Operative assessment was a more sensitive method of assessment than spiral CT at identifying involved N1 and N2 nodes (sensitivity 84–94%). Increased sensitivity, however, was associated with lower specificity (63–74%). Operative assessment relies not only on the size, but also on the texture of lymph nodes. There is little information in the world literature concerning the relative accuracy of operative staging compared with histological staging. However, in one of the few studies of the accuracy of operative staging, surgeons underestimated cases with lymph node involvement, but overestimated invasion of adjacent organs. Our results are in agreement with the findings of Madden et al., who examined surgical staging in 78 consecutive patients with gastric cancer, and found that surgeons tended to overestimate lymph node involvement. Most recently, EUS has been shown to be more accurate than either CT or operative assessment in detecting lymph node metastases from cancer of the upper gastrointestinal tract.

This is probably because EUS does not only use the size of lymph nodes to identify lymph node metastases but also takes account both of the shape and of the internal echo pattern of the nodes. EUS poses its own problems, however, as it requires greater expertise in interpretation and is limited to viewing nodes that are located no more than 6–7 cm from the gastric lumen.

There is at present only one other reported study in which spiral CT was used to assess lymph node involvement in gastric cancer, and that was in a Japanese population with predominantly early gastric cancers. Fukuya et al. found that the incidence of positive lymph nodes varied with size (5% for nodes smaller...
than 5 mm, 23% for nodes between 10–14 mm and 84% for nodes greater than 14 mm in size). It seems from this study that spiral CT is superior to conventional CT in the detection of nodal metastases.

Preoperative knowledge of adjacent organ invasion and distant metastases is important in planning the operative procedure, allowing the surgeon to decide whether surgery is likely to be potentially curative or palliative in nature and also whether additional organs may have to be resected. Compared with previous reports of conventional CT, spiral CT scanning seems to be both a sensitive and specific method for demonstrating invasion of both the mesocolon and colon. Spiral CT correctly identified 13 of the 17 cases (sensitivity of 76%) with invasion of the colon and mesocolon. In contrast, Andaker et al. found conventional CT to be insensitive in evaluating invasion of the colon and mesocolon, demonstrating this in only three of 12 cases with histological evidence of invasion (sensitivity 25%). Operative assessment was superior to spiral CT, with a sensitivity of 94% and specificity of 95%.

The pancreas is an organ that has been notoriously difficult to assess both at laparotomy and on preoperative imaging. Previous reports have described sensitivities for assessment of pancreatic invasion varying from 27 to 95%. In our hands, spiral CT remains poor at demonstrating invasion of the pancreas. Only half the patients with pancreatic invasion were correctly identified on spiral CT, whereas surgical assessment correctly identified all six patients. Both methods were highly specific, CT with one false positive and operative assessment with two false positive results. CT visualisation of the pancreas can be difficult in patients with gastric cancer as they are frequently malnourished and visceral fat between the organs is depleted. Although a clear fat plane between stomach and pancreas can reliably be taken to indicate non-invasion, the absence of a fat plane between these organs does not necessarily imply invasion. In similar fashion, irregularity of the interface does not necessarily represent invasion. Differentiation between inflammatory adhesion, oedema and true invasion, both on spiral CT and at operation, can be extremely difficult. In this study, both false positive operative assessments were found to represent inflammatory reaction on subsequent histological examination. All patients were scanned in a supine position, but it has been suggested that prone scanning improves the ability of CT to identify pancreatic invasion. Perhaps in the future EUS may be able to provide more accurate information about pancreatic invasion.

Spiral CT has the potential to demonstrate both liver and peritoneal metastases because it can be used to examine the entire abdominal cavity, unlike EUS. Spiral CT correctly demonstrated a surprisingly low proportion of the cases with liver metastases (four of seven cases; sensitivity 57%). These metastases were identified at operation and confirmed histologically. In two of the three cases missed, however, the metastases were single, small (less than 10 mm) and within a single lobe. Small metastases (less than 10 mm) are typical of those found in patients with gastric cancer and the results presented are very much in keeping with those of other series. It is important to remember that for assessment of hepatic metastases the CT findings were compared against the operative findings confirmed histologically. However, there may well have been other small intrahepatic metastases which were not identified at operative assessment which means there could have been a number of false negative cases which were not identified. Ideally intra-operative ultrasound would have been used as a gold standard for detecting hepatic metastases.

It has been reported previously that CT is limited in the demonstration of peritoneal metastases, being able to identify peritoneal disease only in the presence of ascites. Whilst CT can identify obvious gross peritoneal disease, with large omental cake-like deposits, it is poor at visualising small individual peritoneal nodules due to its limits of resolution. Surprisingly, spiral CT correctly demonstrated 12 of the 18 cases in which peritoneal metastases were found at sites separate from the main tumour, thus it seems that spiral CT may be superior to older scanners in demonstrating peritoneal disease.

It comes as no surprise that CT is poor at predicting the stage of disease in patients with gastric cancer. Although CT is able to demonstrate the stomach wall as a three layer structure, corresponding to the mucosal, submucosal and musculo-serosal layers, the outer musculo-serosal layer is thin in places and cannot always be visualised. Destruction of this layered structure together with gastric wall thickening may be seen on scanning, although correct assignment to a T stage (T1–T3) may be extremely difficult or even impossible. This, together with limited ability of CT to identify lymph node metastases, means that this modality is of limited value as a predictor of overall stage of gastric cancer. From this study, however, it is clear that due to high specificity, when CT demonstrates an “involved” node, it is highly likely to contain tumour on histological examination.

Of most concern from recent reports is the suggestion that CT can over-stage patients, by falsely predicting the presence of irresectable disease which was not confirmed at subsequent laparotomy. In this series, spiral CT was found to be highly specific, which meant that there was a low incidence of false positive findings. For surgeons who practise radical “D2” resections, the most important information required is whether distant metastatic (M1) disease is present, which implies that a potentially curative resection cannot be performed.

In conclusion, we found that spiral CT remained poor at identifying lymph node metastases and in determining depth of tumour invasion (T1–T3), but was highly specific which meant that a positive spiral CT result could be relied upon. It was also of value in identifying invasion of adjacent organs and some cases with distant metastatic (M1)
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